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• Cluster news articles or web pages by topic 

 
 

 

• Cluster protein sequences by function 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Clustering comes up everywhere 
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Formal Clustering Setup 

[documents, web pages] 

[true clustering by topic] 

S set of n objects. 

9 “ground truth” clustering  

Goal: clustering C’1,…,C’k of low error. 

[sports] 

[fashion] 

C1, C2, ..., Ck. 

     error(C’) = fraction of pts misclassified up to re-indexing of clusters 



Formal Clustering Setup 

[documents, web pages] 

[true clustering by topic] 

S set of n objects. 

9 “ground truth” clustering  

Goal: clustering C’1,…,C’k of low error. 

[sports] 

[fashion] 

C1, C2, ..., Ck. 

Also have a distance/dissimilarity measure. 
E.g., # keywords in common, edit distance, wavelets coef., etc. 



• View data points as nodes in weighted graph based on the 
distances. 

Standard theoretical approach 

• Pick some objective to optimize. E.g:  
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– k-median: find center pts c1, c2, …, ck to minimize x mini d(x,ci) 

– k-means: find center pts c1, c2, …, ck to minimize x mini d2(x,ci) 

– Min-sum: find partition C’1, …, C’k to minimize     x,y in C’_id(x,y) 

z   x 

y 
c1 c2 

s c3 



Standard theoretical approach 

• Pick some objective to optimize. E.g:  

– k-median: find center pts c1, c2, …, ck to minimize x mini d(x,ci) 

Best known for k-median is 3+ approx.  

Beating 1 + 2/e ¼ 1.7 is NP-hard. 

Our real goal to get the points right!! 

• View data points as nodes in weighted graph based on the 
distances. 
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[GK’99,JMS’02] 

[CGTS’99, CG’99, JV’01, AGKMMP’04] 



Formal Clustering Setup, Our Perspective 

[sports] 

[fashion] 

   So, if use c-apx to objective  (e.g, k-median), want to 

minimize error rate, implicit assumption:  

Goal: clustering C’ of low error. 



Formal Clustering Setup, Our Perspective 

   So, if use c-apx to objective  (e.g, k-median), want to 

minimize error rate:  (c,²)-Property 

•    Under this (c,²)-property, we are able to cluster well 

without approximating the objective at all. 

•    Under this (c,²)- property, the pb. of finding a c-approx.  

is as hard as in the general case. 



Formal Clustering Setup, Our Perspective 

   So, if use c-apx to objective  (e.g, k-median), want to 

minimize error rate:  (c,²)-Property 

• For k-median, for any c>1, under the (c,²)- property we 
get O(²)-close to the target clustering.

• Even exactly -close, if all clusters are “sufficiently large”. 

• Even for values where getting c-approx is NP-hard. 



Note on the Standard Approx. Algos Approach 

• Motivation for improving ratio from c1 to c2: maybe data satisfies 
this condition for c2 but not c1. 

– Legitimate: for any c2 < c1 can construct dataset and target 
satisfying the (c2,) property, but not even the (c1, 0.49) property.   

However we do even better! 

   So, if use c-apx to objective  (e.g, k-median), want to 

minimize error rate:  (c,²)-Property 



• If data satisfies (c,) property, then get O(/(c-1))-close to 
the target. 

• If data satisfies (c,) property and if target clusters are 
large,  then get -close to the target. 

• If data satisfies (c,) property, then get O(/(c-1))-close to 
the target. 

Balcan–Blum-Gupta, SODA 09 

Balcan–Blum-Gupta, SODA 09 

Positive Results 



Positive Results 

Balcan–Braverman, COLT 09 

• If data satisfies (c,) property and if target clusters are 
large, then get O(/(c-1))-close to the target. 

• If data satisfies (c,) property, for arbitrarily small target 
clusters 

• If k < log n/log log n, then get O(/(c-1))-close to the 
target. 

• If k > log n/log log n, then output a list of size log log n, 
s. t. target clustering close to one of those in the list. 



Positive Results 

K. Voevodoski, M.F. Balcan, H. Roeglin, S. Teng, Y.  Xia, UAI10 

• A variant of the alg for large clusters for k-median 
provides state of the art results for protein 
clustering (PFAM dataset).  



How can we use the (c,) k-median 
property to cluster, without solving 

k-median? 



Clustering from (c,) k-median prop 
• Suppose any c-apx k-median solution must be -close to the 

target. (for simplicity say target is  k-median opt, & all cluster sizes > 2n) 

  x 

• For any x,  let w(x)=dist to own center,  

w2(x)=dist to 2nd-closest center 

• Let wavg=avgx w(x). 

1. At most n pts can have w2(x) < (c-1)wavg/. 

All the rest (the good pts) have a big gap. 

w(x)<(c-1)wavg/5 and  w2(x) ¸ (c-1)wavg/ 

2. At most 5n/(c-1) pts can have w(x)¸(c-1)wavg/5. 

•  Then: 

[OPT =n¢wavg] 



Clustering from (c,) k-median prop 

1. At most n pts can have w2(x) < (c-1)wavg/. 

All the rest (the good pts) have a big gap. 

2. At most 5n/(c-1) pts can have w(x)¸(c-1)wavg/5. 

•  Then: 

Define critical distance dcrit=(c-1)wavg/5. 

So, a 1-O() fraction of pts look like: 

x 

y 

z 

· dcrit 

· dcrit · dcrit 

> 4dcrit 

> 4dcrit 

· 2dcrit 



Clustering from (c,) k-median prop 
So if we define a graph G connecting any two pts x, y if 
d(x,y)· 2dcrit, then: 

So, a 1-O() fraction of pts look like: 

• Good pts within cluster form a clique. 

• Good pts in different clusters have no common nbrs. 

x 

y 

z 

· dcrit 

· dcrit · dcrit 

> 4dcrit 

> 4dcrit 

· 2dcrit 



Clustering from (c,) k-median prop 

• So, the world now looks like: 

So if we define a graph G connecting any two pts x, y if 
d(x,y)· 2dcrit, then: 

• Good pts within cluster form a clique. 

• Good pts in different clusters have no common nbrs. 



Clustering from (c,) k-median prop 

•  Create graph H where connect x,y if share ¸ b nbrs in 
common in G. 

•  Output k largest components in H. 

If furthermore all clusters have size > 2b+1, where b = # 
bad pts = O(n/(c-1)), then: 

(so get error O(/(c-1)).  



Clustering from (c,) k-median prop 
If clusters not so large, then need to be a bit more 
careful but can still get error O(/(c-1)). 



Clustering from (c,) k-median prop 

Could even have some clusters dominated by bad pts. 

However, show a greedy algorithm will work! 

If clusters not so large, then need to be a bit more 
careful but can still get error O(/(c-1)). 



Clustering from (c,) k-median prop 

Remove vj and its neighborhood from G, call this C(vj ). 
 

For j = 1 to k do: 

Output the k clusters C(v1), . . . ,C(vk−1), S−i C(vi). 

Pick vj of highest degree in G. 

(Simple alg., but need to be careful with analysis) 

If clusters not so large, then need to be a bit more 
careful but can still get error O(/(c-1)). 



Clustering from (c,) k-median prop 

Remove vj and its neighborhood from G, call this C(vj ). 
 

For j = 1 to k do: 

Output the k clusters C(v1), . . . ,C(vk−1), S−i C(vi). 

Pick vj of highest degree in G. 

v 

If clusters not so large, then need to be a bit more 
careful but can still get error O(/(c-1)). 

Charge the errors off to the bad points 



Clustering from (c,) k-median prop 

Remove vj and its neighborhood from G, call this C(vj ). 
 

For j = 1 to k do: 

Output the k clusters C(v1), . . . ,C(vk−1), S−i C(vi). 

Pick vj of highest degree in G. 

v 

Overall: number of mistakes is O(b) = O(n/(c-1)). 

If clusters not so large, then need to be a bit more 
careful but can still get error O(/(c-1)). 

Charge the errors off to the bad points 



O()-close ! -close 

• Back to the large-cluster case: can actually get -close.  
(for any c>1, but “large” depends on c). 

• Idea: two kinds of bad pts. 

– At most n “confused”: w2(x)-w(x) < (c-1)wavg/. 

– Rest not confused, just far: w(x)¸(c-1)wavg/5. 

· dcrit 

non-confused 
bad pt 

w(x) 

w2(x) 

w2(x) – w(x) ¸ 5 dcrit 



O()-close ! -close 

• Back to the large-cluster case: can actually get -close.  
(for any c>1, but “large” depends on c). 

    Given output C’ from alg so far, reclassify each x into 
cluster of lowest median distance 

– Median is controlled by good pts, which will pull the non-
confused points in the right direction. (so get error ).  

· dcrit 

non-confused 
bad pt 

w(x) 

w2(x) 

w2(x) – w(x) ¸ 5 dcrit 



Technical issues… 

• Definition of graph G depends on dcrit=(c-1)wavg/5 which 
depends on knowing wavg = OPT/n. 

• One solution (large cluster case): 

– Keep increasing guesses until first time that all components 
output are large and · b points left unclustered. 

– Guess might be too small, but sufficient to get -close to 
target. [Good points might be unclassified but never misclassified.] 



Technical issues… 

• Another solution (large and small clusters): 

– Use approx alg to get constant-factor apx to OPT. 

– Approximation factor just goes into O() error term. 

• Definition of graph G depends on dcrit=(c-1)wavg/5 which 
depends on knowing wavg = OPT/n. 



Extensions: The inductive setting 

Insert new points as they arrive. 

Draw sample S, cluster S. 

Inductive Setting 

Key property used  (large clusters  case) 

In each cluster, we have more good points  than bad points. 

    If target clusters large enough and S is large enough, this 
happens over the sample as well. 

based on their median distance to 
the clusters produced over S. 

 

[Balcan–Roeglin-Teng, ALT 2009] 



Similar alg & argument for k-means.  Extension to 
exact -closeness breaks. 

(c,) k-means and min-sum properties 

For min-sum, more involved argument.  

-  But don’t have a uniform dcrit (could have big clusters with 
small distances and small clusters with big distances) 

-  Still possible to solve for c>2 and large clusters. 

– Connect to balanced k-median: find center pts c1, …, ck and 
partition C1, …, Ck to minimize x d(x,ci) |Ci|. 

(Note that the known approx log1+±n) 

[BBG, SODA 2009] 

Even better, a more refined argument 
[Balcan-Braverman, COLT 2009] 



(c,) property 
  Can view usual approach as saying:  

      

“ 

    Not really: make an implicit 
assumption about how distances 
and closeness to target relate.    

We make it explicit. 

• Get around inapproximability results by using structure implied by 
assumptions we were making anyway! 



Summary 

• Other problems where std objective is just a proxy and 
implicit assumptions could be exploited?  

• Recent work on Epsilon Nash. 



Data satisfies the (c,²) property after a small º 
fraction of ill-behaved points have been removed. 

Extensions: the (º,c,) k-median prop  

List clustering output, necessary.  

[Balcan–Roeglin-Teng, ALT 2009] Definition: (º,c,) property 

Even if most of the pts from large target clusters!. 

• two different sets of outliers could result in two 
different clusterings satisfying the (º,c, ²) property 

When most points come from large clusters can efficiently 
output a list of size at most k. 

Positive Result 



Data satisfies the (c,²) property after a small º 
fraction of ill-behaved points have been removed. 

Extensions: the (º,c,) k-median prop  

List clustering output, necessary.  

Definition: (º,c,) property 

x1 
x2 x3 

A1 A2 A3 

[Balcan–Roeglin-Teng, ALT 2009] 



Data satisfies the (c,²) property after a small º 
fraction of ill-behaved points have been removed. 

Extensions: the (º,c,) k-median prop  

List clustering output, necessary.  

Definition: (º,c,) property 

x1 
x2 x3 

A1 A2 A3 

Optimal k-median sol. on A1 [ A2 [ A3 is C1 =A1, A2, A3  

Instance (A1 [ A2 [ A3 ,d) satisfies the (c,²) property wrt C1  

[Balcan–Roeglin-Teng, ALT 2009] 



Data satisfies the (c,²) property after a small º 
fraction of ill-behaved points have been removed. 

Extensions: the (º,c,) k-median prop  

List clustering output, necessary.  

[Balcan –Roeglin- Teng, 2009] Definition: (º,c,) property 

x1 
x2 x3 

A1 A2 A3 



Data satisfies the (c,²) property after a small º 
fraction of ill-behaved points have been removed. 

Extensions: the (º,c,) k-median prop  

List clustering output, necessary.  

Definition: (º,c,) property 

x1 
x2 x3 

A1 A2 A3 

Optimal k-median sol. on A1 [ A2 [ A3 [  {x
1
} is C1 ={A1, A2}, A3, {x1}  

Instance (A1 [ A2 [ A3 [  {x
1
},d) satisfies the (c,²) property wrt C2  

[Balcan–Roeglin-Teng, ALT 2009] 



Clustering: More General Picture 

[documents] 

[topic] 

S set of n objects. 

9 ground truth clustering.  

Goal: h of low error where 

x, l(x) in {1,…,t}. 

err(h) = minPrx~S[(h(x))  l(x)] 

Have a Similarity/Disimilarity  Information! 

Has to be related to the ground-truth!!! 



Fundamental, Natural Question 

41 

Clustering: More General Picture 

What properties on a similarity function would be 
sufficient to allow one to cluster well? 

(c,) prop  for objective Á just one example 



Interesting Natural Question 

42 

Clustering: More General Picture 

What properties on a similarity function would be 
sufficient to allow one to cluster well? 

[Balcan-Blum-Vempala, STOC 2008], [Balcan Gupta, COLT10] 

Broader properties allow us to cluster up to a tree or list. 



43 

Problem: same K can satisfy it for two very different, equally 

natural clusterings of the same data! 

All x more similar to all y in own cluster than any z in 
any other cluster 

sports fashion 

soccer 

tennis 

Lacoste 

Gucci 

sports fashion 

soccer 

tennis 

Lacoste 

Gucci 

K(x,x’)=1 

K(x,x’)=0.5 
K(x,x’)=0 

What natural properties on a similarity function would be 
sufficient to allow one to cluster well? 



44 

Relax Our Goals 

1.     Produce a hierarchical clustering s.t. correct answer is 
approximately some pruning of it. 



45 

Relax Our Goals 

soccer 

tennis 

Lacoste 

Gucci 

1.     Produce a hierarchical clustering s.t. correct answer is 
approximately some pruning of it. 

soccer 

sports fashion 

Gucci tennis  Lacoste  

All topics 

2.    List of clusterings s.t. at least one has low error. 

Tradeoff strength of assumption with size of list. 

Obtain a rich, general model. 



46 

Examples of Properties and Algorithms 

Sufficient for hierarchical clustering 

All x are more similar to all y in own cluster than any z in any 
other cluster 

Clustering 

(single linkage algorithm) 

Strict Separation Property 

Sufficient for hierarchical clustering 

    For all clusters C, C’, for all Aµ C, A’ µ C,  
    neither A nor A’ more attracted to the other one 

than to the rest of its own cluster. 

(average linkage algorithm) 

A 
A’ 

C C’ 
Stability Property 



47 

Examples of Properties and Algorithms 

    For all clusters C, C’, for all Aµ C, A’ µ C, 
|A|+|A’|¸ sn, neither A nor A’ more attracted to 
the other one than to the rest of its own cluster. A 

A’ 

C C’ 

Sufficient for hierarchical clustering 

 Find hierarchy using a multi-stage learning-based algorithm. 

Ex’ 2 C(x)[K(x,x’)] > Ex’ 2 C’ [K(x,x’)]+  (8 C’C(x)) 

Average Attraction Property 

Not sufficient for hierarchical clustering 

Can produce a small list of clusterings. (sampling based algorithm) 

Stability of Large Subsets Property 



Interesting Natural Question 

48 

Clustering: More General Picture 

What properties on a similarity function would be 
sufficient to allow one to cluster well? 

[Balcan-Blum-Vempala, STOC 2008], [Balcan Gupta, COLT10] 
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    Contrast with Standard Approaches 

Approximation algorithms 

- analyze algs to optimize various 

criteria over edges 

- score algs based on apx ratios 

Input: graph or embedding into Rd 

   Much better when input graph/ 

similarity is based on heuristics. 

Mixture models 

Clustering Theoretical 
Frameworks 

Our Approach     Discriminative, not generative. 

Input: embedding into Rd 

- score algs based on error rate 

- strong probabilistic assumptions 

Input: graph or similarity info 

- score algs based on error rate 

- no strong probabilistic assumptions 

      E.g., clustering documents by topic, web 

search results by category 



Balanced k-median, large clusters 

Min-sum BBG’09 

1. At most 2n pts can have w2(x) < (c-1)wavg/4. 

2. At most 60n/(c-1) pts can have w(x)¸(c-1)wavg/60. 

For any x,  let w(x)=dist to own center * size of its cluster 

                       w2(x)=dist to 2nd-closest center * size of that cluster 

1. For all x,y in the same G_i, d(x,y) < (c-1)wavg/30 |Ci
*| 

2. x in G_i, y in G_j,  d(x,y) > (c-1)wavg/30 min(|Ci
*|,|Cj

*|) 

Separation between them large compared to diameter 
of G_i and G_j 

Distance no longer bounded by absolute constant; 

Can be greedy; pull out the largest cluster first, etc. 



Min-sum BBG’09 

Create G¿, H¿ 

If largest connected comp of H satisfies 

|C| ¸   wavg (c-1)/15 ¿ ² 

then output it as a cluster; increase ¿ 



• Most pairs of clusters are quite expensive to merge. 

Min-sum BB’09 

Cheap to merge if additional cost incurred by merging them is at 
most (|C_i* + C_j*|) wavg (c-1)/2²   

• For remaining points with w(x) <  wavg (c-1)/15² we can draw a 
ball Bx that essentially covers C*(x). 

We can eliminate O(² n) points such that no two clusters 
among the remaining points are cheap to merge. 

Radius Ball of Bx  £ #of points ≈ wavg (c-1)/6² . 
 

x,y good points in two different clusters, Bx  and By  do not overlap.  

• Introduce a denoising step (slightly shrink Bx) s.t. the ball around 
each x contains only good points from one cluster only.  

• Run  greedy covering on these balls.  



Under this (c,²)- property, the pb. of finding a c-approx.  is as 

hard as in the general case. 

• Given graph G on n nodes and value k, create graph G’ with 

n/ new nodes and with k’ = k + n/: 

G G’ 

D 

D 

D 

D 

All new 
distances 
are D À 
distances 

in G. 

• Target is k-median optimal on G, plus has new nodes in 

their own singleton clusters. 



Under this (c,²)- property, the pb. of finding a c-approx.  is as 

hard as in the general case. 

• Given graph G on n nodes and value k, create graph G’ with 

n/ new nodes and with k’ = k + n/: 

G G’ 

D 

D 

D 

D 

All new 
distances 
are D À 
distances 

in G. 

• Claim: (G’,k’) has (c,) property: any c-apx in G’ has to have 

new nodes in their own cluster, so can only differ with 

target on G, since in G have ² mass of points, the  c approx 

is ² close to new target. 

• Claim: Also c-apx in G’ gives c-apx in G. 



Under this (c,²)- property, the pb. of finding a c-approx.  is as 

hard as in the general case. 

• Given graph G on n nodes and value k, create graph G’ with 

n/ new nodes and with k’ = k + n/: 

G G’ 

D 

D 

D 

D 

All new 
distances 
are D À 
distances 

in G. 

• Claim: Also c-apx in G’ gives c-apx in G. 

• The k’ median optimal in G’ only incurs a cost in G; and 

same with the c-approx; so it has to be a c-approx in G. 

• OPT_G’=OPT_G (same cost); 



Technical issues… 
• Definition of graph G depends on dcrit which depends on 

knowing wavg = OPT/n. 

• One solution (large cluster case): 

– Run the algorithm described repeatedly  for various values 
of w, starting low, an increasing it. Stop when in the solution 
output all clusters are larger than 2b and · b points are left 
unclustered. 

– Guess might be too small, but we can prove O(epsilon) 
after the first stage. Good points might be unclassified 
but never misclassified.  

– Never misclassify: if we do we notice it… there might some 
cluster we don’t output we notice. 



For any c2 < c1 can construct dataset and target satisfying 
the (c2,) property for k-median, but not even the (c1, 

0.49) property.   

D 

D 

0.01n/(k-1) pts 
(internal 

distance 1) 

0.99n pts 
(internal 

distance 0) 

Define D so c1 apx can just barely merge two small clusters 
and split large cluster incurring high error, but c2 apx  

cannot.   


